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Living Well
The seventeen-year-old star of "Duck Dynasty" shares
stories from her life and sheds light on the values and
faith that influence her choices, while encouraging
readers to remain true to themselves in the face of
life's challenges.

God's Book of Proverbs
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The Book of Proverbs from the King James Bible.

Proverbs Wisdom From Above
Every emotion of the heart is reflected in the Psalms
with words that express our deepest and strongest
feelings. They free us to become emotional,
passionate, sincere worshippers, giving us an
expression for faith and worship. The Passion
Translation presents these 150 poetic masterpieces in
modern English to convey the depth of our longings
and fears, joys and celebration, becoming a mirror to
the heart of God's people in our quest to experience
God's presence. Lord, you know all my desires and
deepest longings. My tears are liquid words and you
can read them all. --Psalm 38:9 TPT The book of
Proverbs is packed with secrets of wisdom that
awaken our hearts! We can expect a download of
heavenly insights into our destinies, relationships,
careers, finances, and every other aspect of our lives.
The Passion Translation unfolds the meaning of these
proverbs in a way that connects the heart of God to
your life. A greater understanding awaits us as we
read Proverbs: Wisdom from Above. Within these
sayings will be found the revelation of wisdom. Use
them as keys to unlock the treasures of true
knowledge. --Proverbs 1:2 TPT

TPT - Psalms and Proverbs (faux)
"Who can find a virtuous woman? for her price is far
above rubies. . . Strength and honour are her clothing;
and she shall rejoice in time to come. . .a woman that
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feareth the Lord, she shall be praised" (KJV). This
brand-new devotional, offering equal parts inspiration
and encouragement, will uncover the "secrets" of the
Proverbs 31 woman. Each reading, tied to a theme
from Proverbs 31:10–31, is rooted in biblical truth and
spiritual wisdom. You will be inspired to emulate the
virtues extolled in this memorable passage of
scripture, as you wrap your heart in this timeless
message from God's Word.

God's Wisdom for Navigating Life
Based on Proverbs, this study explores ten
characteristics of honorable character, including awe
of God, discretion, trust, faithfulness, and honesty.

Core Christianity
This is the Book of Proverbs from the New King James
Version.

Ecclesiastes
#1 New York Times bestselling author Joyce Meyer
takes us on a journey through the wisdom of Proverbs
that leaves us transformed and prepared to face daily
choices and challenges. The book of Proverbs is a
treasure trove of spiritual and practical wisdom that
equips us to live our best lives. Knowledge is
important, but if it isn't converted into action, it fails
to create transformational change in our lives. It is
important to gain a thoughtful and practical
understanding of the seven foundational principles in
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the book of Proverbs: Wisdom, Understanding,
Prudence, Knowledge, Discretion, Discernment, and
Fear of the Lord. If we desire to possess these
qualities, we must make a commitment to a deeper
understanding and implementation of these values in
our daily lives. Featuring inspiring questions to
promote thoughtful reflection, In Search of Wisdom
will enlighten you with God's understanding and teach
you the foundational principles and secure God's help
in practicing them.

Book of Proverbs
Every emotion of the heart is reflected in the Psalms
with words that express our deepest and strongest
feelings. They free us to become emotional,
passionate, sincere worshippers, giving us an
expression for faith and worship. The Passion
Translation presents these 150 poetic masterpieces in
modern English to convey the depth of our longings
and fears, joys and celebration, becoming a mirror to
the heart of God’s people in our quest to experience
God’s presence. Lord, you know all my desires and
deepest longings. My tears are liquid words and you
can read them all. —Psalm 38:9, TPT The book of
Proverbs is packed with secrets of wisdom that
awaken our hearts! We can expect a download of
heavenly insights into our destinies, relationships,
careers, finances, and every other aspect of our lives.
The Passion Translation unfolds the meaning of these
proverbs in a way that connects the heart of God to
your life. A greater understanding awaits us as we
read Proverbs: Wisdom from Above. Within these
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sayings will be found the revelation of wisdom. Use
them as keys to unlock the treasures of true
knowledge. —Proverbs 1:2, TPT

Zohar, the Book of Enlightenment
The book of Proverbs is packed with incredible secrets
of wisdom that will awaken your heart! The gift of
wisdom is given by a generous Father who is ready to
fill your heart with all you need to succeed in life and
reign in Christ. This devotional contains 75 devotional
readings inspired by The Passion Translation's
Proverbs: Wisdom from Above. As you meditate on
these devotional readings in response to the
reflective questions that follow, you can expect
heavenly insights into your destiny, relationships,
career, finances, and others aspect of your life.

Book of Proverbs
While many proverbs speak to us directly, we can
gain much greater insight by studying the book of
Proverbs as a whole. In How to Read Proverbs
Tremper Longman III provides a welcome guide to
reading, studying, understanding, and savoring the
Proverbs for all their wisdom. Most important for
Christian readers, we gain insight into how Christ is
the climax and embodiment of wisdom.

A Woman of Wisdom
This is the first translation with commentary of
selections from The Zohar, the major text of the
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Kabbalah, the Jewish mystical tradition. This work was
written in 13th-century Spain by Moses de Leon, a
Spanish scholar.

Psalms Poetry on Fire and Proverbs
Wisdom From Above
"The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom." In
the Wisdom literature of the Bible we first hear the
cool voice of a teacher calling us to think--to think
hard and humbly. "How long will fools hate
knowledge?" cries Wisdom in the book of Proverbs.
Then in Job comes the anguished voice of the
questioner, earnest enough to seek answers, honest
enough to doubt easy ones. In Ecclesiastes the
chastened tone of the Preacher warns of the vanity of
all life under the sun. Sensitive to both literary form
and theological content, Derek Kidner introduces
Proverbs, Job and Ecclesiastes, explaining their basic
character and internal structure. He also summarizes
and evaluates the wealth of modern criticism focused
on each book. Looking at all three books together,
Kidner shows how their many voices compare,
contrast and ultimately give a unified view of life.
Kidner extends his analysis to include Ecclesiasticus
and The Wisdom of Solomon from the Apocrapha, and
he reprints excerpts from non-Israelite works that
parallel the three major books treated.

How to Read Proverbs
This paradigm-shifting book helps believers
understand the process of being transformed by
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God's grace and truth, and challenges them to be a
part of the process of discipleship in the lives of their
fellow brothers and sisters in Christ. Counseling One
Another biblically presents and defends every
believer's responsibility to work toward God's goal of
conforming us to the image of His Son-a goal reached
through the targeted form of intensive discipleship
most often referred to as counseling. All Christians
will find Counseling One Another useful as they make
progress in the life of sanctification and as they
discuss issues with their friends, children, spouses,
and fellow believers, providing them with a biblical
framework for life and one-another ministry in the
body of Christ.

Live Original
Verse-by-Verse Commentary on the Book of Proverbs

The Holy Bible
A story from the wise owl's library based on Proverbs
13:20. Matthew Mouse learns to be kind to everyone,
but to pick his friends much more carefully.

Song of Songs
The publication of the King James version of the Bible,
translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an
extraordinary flowering of English literature and is
universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on
English-language literature in history. Now, worldclass literary writers introduce the book of the King
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James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, smallformat volumes. The introducers' passionate,
provocative, and personal engagements with the
spirituality and the language of the text make the
Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and
remind us of its overwhelming contemporary
relevance.

Matthew Mouse
How exactly does one become wise? Pastor and
teacher Ray Ortlund points out that the wisdom of
God does not stand aloof, as if it were unattainable.
Instead, he shows that wisdom graciously moves
toward us, into our real world where we live and
struggle day by day. Wisdom offers us her very best,
if only we will listen. After all, “Wisdom cries aloud in
the street, in the markets she raises her voice,” and,
if wisdom troubles herself to yell, there must be a
reason to listen and a means to hear. Ortlund unpacks
the book of Proverbs in twenty-one straightforward
sermons, providing a biblical worldview that opens up
the higher meaning of money, sex, and power, as well
as that of the daily routines of an average life.
Drawing relevant parallels from ancient culture to
present day, he helps the reader understand how the
book of Proverbs is practical help for normal people
going through everyday life. Most importantly,
Ortlund shows how the Proverbs point to Jesus and his
counsel for the perplexed, his strength for the
defeated, his warning to the proud, his mercy for the
broken. With careful treatment of the Scriptures and
uncomplicated language, Proverbs: Wisdom that
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Works fills the vacuum between the layman’s
experience and the exegetical depth of many
commentaries. Part of the Preaching the Word series.

Proverbs
Transform your life as you learn & apply divine
wisdom! Navigate life's tough decisions with
confidence by drawing on His wisdom! "Get good
advice and you will succeed. Don't go charging into
battle without a plan." Proverbs 20:18 Seeking
insights for living life wisely? Interested in learning &
applying ancient time-tested wisdom? Know someone
who might benefit from this? This Christian wisdom
literature contains more than 400 thoughtful quotes
of wisdom across 30+ topics (spanning from
education and friendship to humility and happiness)
from King Solomon's Old Testament Biblical book of
Proverbs that's great for anyone interested in living
wisely. This book of wisdom will empower, inspire &
steer you to do so through: Ancient wisdom and
instructions in wise dealing. Discerning the words of
understanding. Giving shrewdness to the
inexperienced. Knowledge and discretion to the
young. Attaining sound counsel. Understanding
proverbs and parables, the words and riddles of the
wise. A must-have for you, your family & friends. Get
your copy of Proverbs with God's Wisdom! "I've been
a student of proverbs for a decade now. This is a very
good supplemental book on Proverbs. It has many
different life categories along with the corresponding
proverbs. If you're looking to study Proverbs or want a
companion guide, look no further. Get this book!" ~
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James Barton, Amazon US Reviewer "Found the
wisdom contained in this book extremely insightful for
living my everyday life wisely. The 400+ quotes
across 30+ categories are divine. It's a must-read.
Highly recommended!" ~ Vertigo, Amazon Canada
Reviewer "Brilliant read. And advice!" ~ Amazon UK
Reviewer

Proverbs 1-9
Teaches students about God through the stories and
activities centered around the lives of major Bible
characters. Designed to challenge the student's heart
and his head.

Proverbs
A collection of thirty-one principles--each from a
different chapter of Proverbs--which brings God into
daily life, concentrating on such aspects as friendship,
trust, virtue, and prayer

Proverbs with God's Wisdom
Nicky Gumbel, pioneer of Alpha - a series of sessions
exploring the Christian faith - and vicar of Holy Trinity
Brompton in Kensington, London, aids readers
following the Bible in one year programme to
understand the Scriptures better. Drawing out a
theme for each day from the designated Bible
readings, Gumbel's exegetical writings on the
Proverbs, Psalms and New and Old Testament
excerpts are packed with insight, wisdom and
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application. These accompanying reading notes will
enhance the study of anyone reading the Bible in One
Year each day. Nicky's commentary on the Bible in
One Year is available as an iOS and Android app. It
has over 3 million subscribers worldwide.

The Book of Proverbs and Wisdom
The King James Bible for ebook readers, desktops,
tablets and phones. Including Old Testament and New
Testament, this is a wonderful tool that keeps the
scriptures at your fingertips. The translation that
became the Authorized King James Bible was begun in
1604 and in 1611 was published by the Church of
England, under the direction of King James. The
translation was done by forty-seven Church of
England scholars, the New Testament coming from
the Greek Textus Receptus (Received Text), the Old
Testament from the Masoretic Hebrew text, and the
Apocrypha from the Greek Septuagint (LXX), except
for two Esdras from the Latin Vulgate.

Proverbs
Every emotion of our hearts is reflected in the Psalms
with words that express our deepest and strongest
feelings. Sighing is turned to singing and trouble into
triumph. The Psalms provide comfort and joy, leading
us to the place where worship flows. When
discouraged or downcast, we can take new strength
from reading these uplifting poems. They charge our
batteries and fill our sails. Their thunder stirs us, and
sweet melodies move us into the sacred emotions of
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a heart on fire. Dark rain clouds of grief turn to bright
rainbows of hope as we meditate on David’s soulsubduing songs. The Psalms are praises placed inside
poetry that spill out of a fiery, passionate heart. They
free us to become emotional, passionate, sincere
worshippers, giving us an expression for faith and
worship. The Passion Translation presents these 150
poetic masterpieces in modern English to convey the
depth of our longing and fears, joys and celebration,
becoming a mirror to the heart of God’s people in our
quest to experience God’s presence.

The Book of Psalms (2nd Edition)
Imagine a letter coming straight from heaven. What
would God say? Would we be able to fully understand
His message, or would some of it puzzle us? The
Apostle Paul writes this compilation of letters to the
1st Century churches he established. He wanted them
to know the heart of God and hear His message of
truth and love. Some of the most beautiful truths of
the Bible are found in the letters from Paul. Ephesians
lays an exciting foundation for our lives; Philippians
fills our hearts with joy; Colossians brings the colossal
revelation of Christ in us and the hope of Glory. Pauls
letters to his spiritual son Timothy stirs our hearts
with greater passion to serve God and love Him
supremely. Reading through these letters is like
having Paul sit in the living room sharing his
experiences and messages of life. Be ready to sense
the stirring of the Holy Spirit as you read Letters from
Heaven by the Apostle Paul!
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A Touch of His Wisdom
Living the Proverbs
In his commentary on the letter of James, Hartin
offers a unique approach toward understanding a
much-neglected writing. Refusing to read the letter of
James through the lens ofPaul, Hartin approaches the
letter in its own right. He takes seriously the address
to the twelve tribes in the Dispersion" (1:1) as
directed to Jews who had embraced the message of
Jesus and were living outside their homeland, Israel.
At the same time, Hartin shows how this letter
remains true to Jesus' heritage. Using recent studies
on rhetorical culture, Hartin illustrates how James
takes Jesus ' sayings and performs them again in his
own way to speak to the hearers/readers of his own
world. Hartin examines the text, passage by passage,
while providing essential notes and an extensive
explanation of the theological meaning of each
passage. The value of this commentary lies in its
breadth of scholarship and its empathic approach to
this writing. The reader will discover new and
refreshing insights into the world of early Christianity
as well as a teaching that is of perennial significance.
Patrick J. Hartin was born and raised in Johannesburg,
South Africa. He studied at the Gregorian University in
Rome and is an ordained priest of the Diocese of
Spokane, Washington. He holds two doctorates in
Theology: in Ethics and in the New Testament, both
from the University of South Africa. Presently he
teaches courses in the New Testament and in
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Classical Civilizations at Gonzaga University. He is the
author of eleven books, including: Apollos (Paul's
Social Network series), James of Jerusalem (Interfaces
series), andJames, First Peter, Jude, Second Peter
(New Collegeville Bible Commentary series), al
published by Liturgical Press. "

Wisdom from Above
God’s Book of Proverbs includes the entire text of the
book of Proverbs from the Bible arranged topically.
This practical and helpful resource allows readers to
quickly access and apply the wisdom and insights
found in this sacred portion of Scripture. Also included
is the article Connecting Wisdom to Jesus by Trevin
Wax explaining how Jesus is the fount from which all
wisdom flows. The God’s Book of Proverbs features
the highly reliable, highly readable text of the
Christian Standard Bible (CSB), which stays as literal
as possible to the Bible’s original meaning without
sacrificing clarity. The CSB’s optimal blend of
accuracy and readability makes Scripture more
moving, more memorable, and more motivating to
read and share with others.

The Wisdom of Proverbs, Job &
Ecclesiastes
A year-long collection of daily devotionals offers
biblical wisdom that can be applied to modern life to
reinforce one's relationship with God and provide a
new understanding of what it is to live a moral life.
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Letters From Heaven by the Apostle Paul
What Do All Christians Believe? For many people,
words like doctrine and theology cause their eyes to
glaze over, or they find them difficult to understand
and struggle to see how they are relevant to daily life.
But theology is far from boring—it is the study of God
and should lead to awe and wonder as we better
understand who God is and what he has done for us.
In Core Christianity, author, pastor, and theologian
Mike Horton tackles the essential and basic beliefs
that all Christians share. What is “core” to the
Christian faith? In addition to unpacking these beliefs
in a way that is easy to understand, Horton shows
why they matter to our lives today. This introduction
to the basic doctrines of Christianity is a helpful guide
by a respected theologian and a popular author, and
it includes discussion questions for individual or group
use. Core Christianity is perfect for those who are new
to the faith, as well as those who have an interest in
deepening in their understanding of what it means to
be a follower of Jesus Christ.

Proverbs
Based on the eternal wisdom of Proverbs, New York
Times bestselling author Dr. Charles Stanley unfolds
spiritual insights that offer courage for difficult times,
inspiration to be the best person you can be, and
confidence that God is always with you. Inspired by a
lifetime of learning God’s wisdom, in Wisdom from
Above Dr. Charles Stanley has created a 365-day
devotional full of timeless teachings from the book of
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Proverbs and inspirational guidance for every day of
the year. Each day Dr. Stanley shares a relevant Bible
verse, an encouraging message, and a comforting
prayer. Topics range from relationships and emotions
to communication and leadership. When you open
this daily devotional, you’ll be greeted by uplifting
words and thoughts to continuously strengthen your
faith. Wisdom from Above is the perfect companion
for your day-to-day life when you need confidence to
get through the hard times or confidence to summon
hope for the future.

Wise Up
Breathtaking and beautiful, the sweetest Song of all
ages unveils the Shulamite journey in the form of an
anointed allegory. It becomes a journey that not only
describes the divine parable penned by Solomon, but
also a journey that longing lovers of Jesus will find as
their very own. Love will always find a language to
express itself. The inspired Song of Songs is a work of
art. It is a melody sung from the heart of Jesus Christ
for His longing Bride. Its storyline is full of symbols
and subtle art forms which, without interpretation, are
often missed or overlooked. The Holy Spirit has
hidden within the Song of Songs an amazing story a
story of how Jesus makes His Bride beautiful and holy
by casting out her fear with perfect love. This
revelation sent from heaven is waiting to be received
with all its intensity and power to unlock the deepest
places of our hearts.

In Search of Wisdom
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People need hope. So often, we rely on relationships,
money, jobs, or other pursuits that fail to satisfy.
Jesus Christ is the one true source of hope that never
fails, and the daily devotions in Jesus, Our Perfect
Hope,written by beloved pastor and bestselling author
Dr. Charles Stanley, will help you seek Jesus first and
realize the joy and peace of resting in Him. This
yearlong devotional offers a new perspective on life
and will instill you with hope. By diving into daily
content that points to Jesus, you will begin to
understand what it means to have hope in Christ.
When Jesus is first and Jesus is all, earthly troubles
begin to pale in comparison. Jesus, Our Perfect Hope
reminds us that although our world is full of
uncertainty and struggles, we can experience a sense
of freedom and hope in Jesus. Jesus, Our Perfect
Hopehas a deluxe package, complete with a
leathersoft, padded hardcover, foil, and ribbon
marker, making this an ideal gift or a lovely selfpurchase.

The Seven Pillars of Wisdom
The book of Proverbs is the world's greatest treasury
of wisdom. It offers practical insights for day-to-day
discussions and provides moral guidelines for living in
an immoral world. As you unearth the riches of
Proverbs, you will discover why "the fear of the Lord is
the beginning of wisdom" for all the affairs of
everyday life.

Finding Peace
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In times of crisis and confusion, Dr. Charles Stanley
has learned the one phrase that can carry him
through: "God, You are in control." The peace he has
experienced in life stems from that foundational
belief. In Finding Peace, Dr. Stanley shares with
readers how they, too, can experience an
unshakeable peace which "passes all understanding."
Filled with encouragement to lift the soul, Finding
Peace offers insight on what causes us to live without
God's peace in our lives, and how we can reverse
course and open our hearts to receive it. Also, Stanley
gives his perspective on the things that hinder peaceincluding the "Four Great Hallmarks of God's Peace"
and "Five Essential Beliefs for a Peaceful Heart"-to put
the important message of this book into concrete
terms. Addressing regret, anxiety, and fear, Dr.
Stanley extends hope for overcoming the obstacles
that block peace with the Lord. Finally, he gives
direction on learning to live a life of contentment.

Counseling One Another
Book of Proverbs - Wisdom vs. Wilderness delves into
the necessity of obtaining wisdom. The primary
purpose of the Book of Proverbs is to teach wisdom to
everyone. The Book of Proverbs provides intellectual
depth and insights and exceptional wisdom on how to
live a fortunate and tranquil life, by honoring and
respecting God as omnipotent. As it is written, there is
none righteous, no, not one: There is none that
understandeth, there is none that seeketh after God.
They are all gone out of the way, they are together
become unprofitable; there is none that doeth good,
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no, not one. - Romans 3:10-12. God wants us to live a
life like Christ and to do that we need to aspire to
have wisdom. King Solomon was the wisest man that
ever lived. God gifted him with unsurpassed wisdom.
King Solomon is credited with writing chapters 1-29 in
The Book of Proverbs. Book of Proverbs - Wisdom vs.
Wilderness discusses all chapters in Proverbs 1-31
and brings insight, clarity, and basic meaning to
several verses in each chapter to solidify why wisdom
is essential and mandatory in life, so you can have a
blessed life versus living destitute, empty, and
obsolete. Donna Louis is happily married to her
husband of 34 years Patrick Louis and currently
resides in Florida. She lives to accomplish the task
that God created her for and on a daily basis to follow
Proverbs 3:5-6. "Trust in the Lord with all thine heart
and lean not unto thine own understanding. In all thy
ways acknowledge him, and he shall direct thy
paths."

Book of Proverbs
Wise proverbs stick with us and help us navigate life.
Our financial decisions might be guided by "a penny
saved is a penny earned," or we might remember not
to be lazy from "the early bird catches the worm."
God has given us a book filled with such memorable
wisdom--the Old Testament book of Proverbs. In
Living Well, you'll look at a different topic in each
chapter and learn how Proverbs can guide us to live
wiser, more God-honoring lives. Whether in our
finances or our relationships, our approach to work or
play, following the way of wisdom is often
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countercultural, but always best. Living Well gives us
the blueprint for such a life--starting with God's own
wisdom from the book of Proverbs.

Sacra Pagina: James
Proverbs 1 and 2: ¹Here are kingdom revelations,
words to live by, And words of wisdom given To
empower you to reign in life, written as proverbs by
Israel s King Solomon, David s son. ²Within these
sayings will be found The revelation of wisdom and
the impartation of spiritual understanding. Use them
as keys to unlock the treasures of true knowledge.
The book of Proverbs is packed with incredible secrets
of wisdom that awaken our hearts! We can expect a
download of heavenly insights into our destinies,
relationships, careers, finances, and every other
aspect of our lives. Loaded with footnotes that clarify
the sacred text, this translation will unfold the
meaning of the proverbs written by King Solomon.
The gift of wisdom from above is given by a generous
Father who is ready to fill our hearts with all that we
need to succeed in life and reign in Christ. Solomon
was supernaturally infused with God s wisdom, and
when God writes a book, it is more than meets the
eye! A greater understanding awaits us as we read
Proverbs: Wisdom from Above.

Secrets of the Proverbs 31 Woman
Swindoll offers amazingly fresh insights about how to
live with inexplicable joy in spite of the daily grind.
Yes, despite that, choose joy!
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Jesus, Our Perfect Hope
The author of The Book of Proverbs and Wisdom, A
Reference Manual, Curt “CT” Tomlin, was inspired by
the Holy Spirit to write “The Book” to enhance and
illuminate Christian understanding of the Old
Testament’s Book of Proverbs. The author received
instructions from the Holy Spirit to write an
'illuminated', The Book of Proverbs and Wisdom, A
Reference Manual, whereby every Proverbs verse,
would be positioned and contained, in one or more
Chapter Theme(s); Accordingly, each Chapter
Theme(s), characterizes and reflects, the various
Proverbs verses listed and/or contained in the Biblical
'Book of Proverbs'; Thus, every Proverbs verse(s),
phrase and/or series of Proverbs verses, has been
positioned into one or more of the 70 Chapters
contained in “The Book”. Additionally, as it is more
often the case, that a specific Proverbs verse, might
be listed within multiple Chapter Themes! For
example, one of my all-time favorite Proverbs verses
is Proverbs 1:7, which states--"The fear of the LORD is
the beginning of knowledge, But fools despise wisdom
and instruction". Accordingly, you will find this
Proverbs verse listed in six different Chapter Themes,
namely: (a) 'Fear of the LORD'; (b) 'Knowledge'; (c)
'Fools/Foolishness'; (d) 'Hate/Despise'; (e) 'Wisdom';
and (f) 'Instruction', based on the 'key word(s)' listed
above. Additionally, I have used, the NKJV version of
the Bible, including this version’s citations;
Punctuations; Fonts and Appropriateness for Inclusion,
for said Chapter Theme. Within “The Book”, each
Proverbs verse is included or assigned to a specific
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Chapter Theme, based on such key word(s), phrase(s)
or overall Chapter Theme associated with such
Proverbs verse. For example: Where there is a direct,
one-on-one tie in to a Chapter Theme from a Proverbs
verse, then such key word has been, bolded,
underscored, and italicized. Additionally, The Book of
Proverbs and Wisdom, A Reference Manual, contains
the author's notations to most of the Biblical Proverbs
verses, such that the following author's notations are
specified: For many Biblical Proverbs verses, the
author assigned a: One (*); Two (**); or Three (***)
notation for that Proverbs verse, and such a rating,
from his perspective, represents how that Proverbs
verse, spoke to his heart, i.e. "Good*", "Better**", or
"Best***". Uniquely, ALL category Three (***) Proverbs
verse notations, have been "Bolded", where such
Proverbs verse appears within The Book of Proverbs
and Wisdom, A Reference Manual. For example,
Proverbs 1:7--"The fear of the LORD is the beginning
of knowledge, But fools despise wisdom and
instruction", appears in the already mentioned
Chapter Themes in a 'bold' fashion. Another unique
characteristic of The Book of Proverbs and Wisdom, A
Reference Manual, is that, on numerous occasions
within a particular Chapter Theme, the author
includes surrounding Proverbs verse(s) within such
specific Chapter Theme verse notation, such that in
his opinion, including such ancillary Proverbs verses,
helps to "illuminate" such Proverbs verse(s) for that
particular Proverbs Theme. Thus, 'one size' or one
Proverb verse, may not fully provide, the spiritual
wisdom, knowledge, discernment and/or instructional
message that such Proverbs verse might say, on a
standalone basis. Finally, one truly unique
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characteristic, that has been incorporated into the
body of The Book of Proverbs and Wisdom, A
Reference Manual, is the inclusion of what is being
characterized as a "Chapter Narrative", which
precedes each Chapter Theme, and represents either,
the author's personalized reflection of how the
upcoming Chapter Theme(s) impacted the author's
Life, or it reflects the author's interpretation of how
that Chapter Theme(s), has spoken to the author, for
inclusion into The Book of Proverbs and Wisdom, A
Reference Manual. Enjoy and may God's Blessings
enrich your study, journey and illumination contained
within The Book of Proverbs and Wisdom, A Reference
Manual!!!!! To God Be The GLORY!!!!

The Bible in One Year
Thomas Edward Lawrence finds himself enmeshed in
intrigue and open warfare in Arabia during the First
World War. Adapting and embracing the culture of the
Arabs, his story becomes one of both personal
contemplation and stunning resourcefulness on the
battlefield. The author looks back on his time spent as
a British officer working with Arab forces in their fight
against the German-allied Ottoman Turks. Planning
and participating in numerous attacks as well as acts
of often ingenious sabotage, Lawrence describes
scenes of wartime action with gripping immediacy
that clearly relays the savagery and confusion of
combat. His engagement with Arab soldiers and
championing of their cause endeared him to those he
served with and afforded him the opportunity to write
sharp character portrayals of several of his most
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notable comrades. In addition, there are rich asides
on military strategy and guerrilla warfare, desert
geography and history, as well as a consistent
probing introspection as the author finds himself
transformed by all he has experienced. Seven Pillars
of Wisdom is a singular work that is at once a
sweeping adventure story, a valuable primary
historical source with modern relevance, and the
deeply felt memoir of an extraordinary man. With an
eye-catching new cover, and professionally typeset
manuscript, this edition of Seven Pillars of Wisdom is
both modern and readable.
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